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TikForce Signs Agreement with Zeffer and Launches TikRide.com
Rideshare Recruitment Portal
•
•
•
•
•

TikForce enters commercial agreement with luxury vehicle prebooking rideshare platform, Zeffer
TikForce to provide fully managed verification and recruitment prequalification
The Zeffer launch coincides the launching of an expanded
TikRide.com platform, specifically for rideshare drivers who want to
expand the companies they drive for.
Zeffer is expected to be the first of many emerging companies using
the TikForce TikRide Driver platform to offer alternatives to
rideshare drivers in Australia
TikForce will be launching support for the Zeffer Perth operations
immediately, with Melbourne and Sydney rollout to follow

TikForce Limited (ASX: TKF, ‘the Company or TikForce’) is pleased to
announce that it has entered into a commercial agreement with BRG
Technologies Pty Ltd, Trading as Zeffer (“Zeffer”).
Zeffer is a chauffeured, luxury vehicle pre-booking app platform, offering
passengers the ability to schedule luxurious transport up to 2 years in
advance.
Zeffer has contracted TikForce, in order to provide a fully managed driver
verification and recruitment solution via the expanded TikRide platform.
TikForce will provide an ongoing driver verification and recruitment prequalification solution utilising the TikRide Platform and integrating into the
Zeffer recruitment portal. The new version of the TikRide platform has
been expanded to meet the needs of the on-demand transportation
services as a complete managed solution to provide;
• real time verification;
• ongoing compliance reporting;
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• secure communications and document storage;
• induction; and
• learning management capability.
The TikRide platform will also offer a pre-vetted and pre-qualified driver
community, allowing rideshare operators to engage directly with the
community for recruitment of drivers.
The managed solution will be implemented into the Zeffer service
immediately for the Perth operation, with expansion into Sydney and
Melbourne to follow.
Zeffer Director, Torren Read commented, “ We are very excited to be
partnering with TikForce in the provision of a complete recruitment and
compliance solution. Zeffer is in the process expanding as a major regional
luxury transportation technology platform over the next 24 months. The
TikRide platform will provide Zeffer with a seamless and efficient
management solution, which will relieve us of an enormous manual
administrative process.”
TikForce CEO, Kevin Baum commented, “It is with great pleasure that we
are able to support Zeffer in the execution of a very aggressive regional
expansion strategy. We have been working for some months with the
Zeffer Management and Directors to facilitate a complete managed
solution, that will support their scalable growth business model.
TikRide is a solution that I believe will help drivers to have more choice and
opportunities to profit from the on-demand transportation industry. To
date, the young Australian on-demand and rideshare segment has been
dominated by one multinational company, however, the landscape is
changing. This has been evidenced with the emergence of several national
and regional operators, such as Zeffer, who are finding a market that is
willing to support a nimble and innovative local service.
On-Demand drivers have shouldered too much of the burden of the
disruption to the Taxi industry. It is time for that to change.”
TikRide is a rideshare driver platform built on the TikForce technology to;
• Allow existing and new drivers to register interest in joining new
rideshare companies;
• Get prequalified to legislative standards to be a rideshare driver by
location;
• Join specific company work pools and get pre-qualified;
• Access driver rideshare news and tools; and
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Generate income for pre-qualification services including police
checks, recruitment, driver compliance monitoring and other legal
and company specific requirements.

See http://TikRide.com for registration and more information
About Zeffer http://www.zeffertech.com
Zeffer is an Australian based company that offers the finest pre-booked
personal driving experience, controlled from the palm of your hand. Zeffer
takes you from A to B in luxury, without the hassle of on demand wait
times or unexpected surge pricing. Whether you have to make it to the
airport on time, attend an important meeting or head to a special event,
Zeffer offers a service like no other at an attractive price.
About TikForce http://www.tikforce.com/
Tikforce is a Human Resource Technology Platform that provides
businesses a more efficient and complete solution for workforce identity,
compliance checks and credentials and qualification screening.
The TikForce Platform reduces risk and effort when selecting or when
monitoring of individuals or suppliers and their workers.
The TikForce platforms, TikForce.com & Tik.me, are faster, cheaper, lower
risk and more comprehensive than traditional systems for individuals and
businesses.
For more information please visit: http://www.tikforce.com/.
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